Credit insurance and
its role in supporting
global trade
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The impact of credit and
political risk insurance
on the real economy:
sharing Berne Union's
experience

Introduction

THE IMPORTANCE OF CREDIT INSURANCE

BERNE UNION’S MISSION

Credit insurance acts as a catalyst that provides financing to
the real economy across the globe. By protecting exporters
and banks against the risk of non-payment, credit insurance
enables cross-border trade and investment. The Berne Union
Members collectively provide payment risk capital worth USD
2.5 trillion [EUR 2.1 trillion] each year, insuring approximately
13% of the value of total global cross-border trade.

Is to support and grow trade and
investment globally. We actively
support cross-border trade by
following the soundest principles
in credit insurance and political risk
insurance, exchanging best practices
and comprehensive industry data.

The Berne Union Members support the following sectors

BERNE UNION REPRESENTS THE GLOBAL
CREDIT INSURANCE INDUSTRY

through medium / long-term export insurance products:

RENEWABLE ENERGY

6%

MANUFACTURING

6%

financiers, and allow for the smooth and unhindered functioning of cross-border trade and
investment to the benefit of the wider economy.

10%

NATURAL RESOURCES
OTHER ENERGY

11%

INFRASTRUCTURE

11%

Today, around 90% of all global trade relies on some form of credit, insurance or guarantee
issued by a bank, insurer or other financial institution.
For over 100 years we have witnessed the world’s biggest challenges and have anticipated

TRANSPORTATION

16%

OTHER

16%

UNKNOWN
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Our industry sits at the interface of global finance and trade. We protect exporters and their

and reacted to political trends and developments in order to serve the real economy.

35%

We are committed to facing today’s growing challenges of digitalisation, sustainability
and socio-economic tensions.

4%
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About Berne Union

The Berne Union (International Union of Credit and
Investment Insurers) is a not-for-profit association which
has represented the global credit and political risk insurance
industry since 1934.

We provide
A forum for professional exchange, sharing
of expertise and networking and coordinate
collaborative projects with stakeholders from across
the trade-finance industry.

Most industrialised countries, and many emerging economies, provide official support to
cross-border trade and investment through export credit agencies (ECAs).
A number of global insurance companies have also introduced credit insurance products
representing the private market. Finally, four multinational agencies insure credit and political

Expert knowledge accumulated via thousands of
industry experts and over 100 years of operations.
The most comprehensive data sets for credit

risk focused mainly on specific geographic regions.

and political risk insurance, including detailed

Our membership of 84 organisations includes the largest and most active national ECAs and

claims, recoveries, premium income and reinsurance,

the largest credit and political risk insurance providers. Collectively these account for the vast
majority of credit and political risk insurance activity globally. Together the market comprises
over 100, offering protection for companies, investors and financial institutions against
losses as a result of commercial credit risks and political risks.

information on new commitments, risk exposure,
by provider, business line, country, sector and
obligor type.
Connection and access to the industry including
key public and private players in over 70 countries
working alongside banks, factoring companies,
fintechs and financial, legal and consulting services.
Best practice resources for benchmarking and
refining processes.
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An industry evolving through
challenges to meet society’s needs
As it has done for over a century, the credit insurance industry
will continue to evolve and adapt in order to meet challenges–
societal, environmental and economic – that lie ahead and
support the real economy as best we can.

2020 & beyond

Sustainability, digitalisation and health crises
such as the Coronavirus pandemic will be key
challenges for the years to come.

2008

Credit insurance provides crucial support
to cross-border trade during tumultuous
economic periods, especially so during the
2008 global financial crisis

1934

The Berne Union is founded as the
international association of credit
and investment insurers, in the
midst of the depression.

1919

The world’s first public export credit
insurer launched as the UK’s Exports
Credits Guarantee Department (now
UK Export Finance)

An industry
is born

Credit insurance traces its origins
to the 1870's, with a strong
growth after the First World War.
With most of Europe devastated,
governments recognised the
need to stimulate the economy
whilst providing protection to
exporters and banks against
non-payment risk.
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Our Industry: Focus areas,
function and benefits
INDUSTRY FOCUS
Credit insurance

Short-term trade finance

Credit insurance includes a range of products

• Focused on merchandise trade / 			
commodities

to exporters and banks to protect them against
non-payment by obligors.
A non-payment event (default of the obligor/

• Tenor < 12 months
• Comprehensive cover against
non-payment / buyer default

borrower) may arise due to commercial or
political risk.

Mid/long-term trade finance
• Focused on capital goods exports
• Tenor > 12 months ~20 years
• Cover against commercial and
political risks

Political risk insurance
Political risk insurance protects against losses
to cross-border investments such as equity

• Focused on protecting equity
and debt investments

and debt because of political events. These

• Tenor up to 20 years

include expropriation, political violence, currency

• Cover against political and
sovereign risks

inconvertibility, embargo, forced abandonment or
breach of contract.

What is it used for?

Which supports

• Risk mitigation including compensation for loss,
safeguarding continuity and enabling more
open trade.

• International trade

• Credit management including stabilising cash 		
flow, credit monitoring and enabling new
market entry.

• Foreign investment

• Market entry
• Large-scale projects

• Terms of finance either as collateral or direct 		
cover to a bank, reducing the cost of finance.
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Credit Insurance: Impact on trade,
finance and the real economy
FINANCE
Almost 90% of world trade relies on some form of
credit, insurance or guarantee issued by a bank by a
bank, insurer or other financial institution.
Credit insurance has a significant and positive direct

INDEMNIFICATION

and indirect impact on trade, and in turn supports the
real economy in developed and emerging markets. It
allows entry into markets and cash flow management.

TRADE

REAL
ECONOMY

It also enables banks to provide loans to exporters
and realise their long-term projects.

Enables and maintains

Ensures predictable banking

(cross-border) trade and

operations at a 99.9%

investment by providing

indemnification rate

insurance or guarantees

Creates and maintains jobs
Supports better involvement
and education of SMEs in

that make projects that are

Lightens the burden on

challenging to finance

governments’ official export

bankable

support, for governments

High environmental and social

credit insurance is more

benchmarking standards ensure

Keeps trade, finance and

capital efficient than

adverse impact mitigation

insurance available in some

direct lending for export

of the most difficult market

international trade

Supports infrastructure

circumstances, including the

Increases capacity for export

projects. Infrastructure

2020 Coronavirus pandemic

financing and insurance by

contributes to the wider

cooperation between public

economy

and private market
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IMPACT ON TRADE &
THE REAL ECONOMY

IMPACT ON FINANCE

Claims / exposure ratio

payment risk capital worth around USD 2.5

non-payment by obligors. Banks use credit

INDEMNIFICATION:
THE BRIDGE BETWEEN
FINANCE, TRADE AND THE
REAL ECONOMY

Berne Union Members collectively provide

to exporters and banks to protect them against

trillion [EUR 2.1 trillion] each year. This represents

insurance both for credit risk mitigation and

The added value of credit insurance derives not

approximately 13% of the value of total global

credit management, such as loss compensation,

As the graph shows, the average claims paid out

only from the share of trade supported but also

cross-border trade.

safeguarding continuity, stabilising cash flows and

by the Berne Union Members (which show slight

from its reliability for banks, insurers, policyholders

peaks in 2009 due to the global financial crisis

and exporters. The latter is showcased by the claims

and in 2015-2016 due to the crash in commodity

/ exposure ratio, the claims / payment ratio, and the

prices) represent only 0.25% of the total exposure

unique characteristics of the product.

covered by the insurance policy. This indicates the

Credit insurance comprises a range of products

credit monitoring. Therefore, credit insurance not
The Members compensate banks and exporters

only supports banks’ trade and export finance

for losses suffered due to defaults by buyers,

activities but also a wider spectrum of structured

borrowers or other obligors abroad

and corporate lending. Insurers also often use
contributes to the overall stability of their

short-term insured exports, representing a share of

balance sheets.

of claims lodged in relation to the total exposure
covered by the credit insurance policy.

robustness of credit insurance.

credit insurance as a means of diversification, which
Europe is by far the largest destination market for

The claims / exposure ratio measures the value

50% of total exports.
Insurance is provided on the basis of a partnership
Supported sectors show variations depending on

between insurers and banks, with full disclosure by

the short-term vs. mid/long-term nature of the

the bank of the risk to be insured, supplemented

coverage:

by the insurer’s independent underwriting process.

Ratio Total Claims / Exposure
(BU; calendar years 2005 -2019)

In addition to the disclosure required by their
•

In the short-term product manufacturing (13%),

insurance conditions and/or insurance law, insurers

electronics (11%), non-energy commodities 		

use their own credit risk analysis, pricing models

(5%), transportation (5%), capital goods (4%),

and information sources to ensure that their

pharma (4%), agriculture (4%) and construction

underwriting is informed and that the risks of the

(3%) represent the most supported sectors by 		

transactions are acceptable.

credit insurance.
The importance of credit insurance to the finance
•

In the mid/long-term, transportation (16%), 		

sector is highlighted during times of crisis. In

infrastructure (11%), energy (11%), natural 		

particular, the 2008 global financial crisis showed

resources (10%), manufacturing (6%) and 		

that credit insurance contributed significantly to

renewables (6%) lead the list.

stabilising trade, industry and the banking market
by providing a reliable means for banks to obtain

0.40%
0.35%

0.30%
0.25%
0.20%
0.15%
0.10%

long-term refinancing and providing parties with
certainty that funding is available.

0.05%
0.00%
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
AVG 2005-2019
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AVG EXCL PEAKS
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•

Rigorous

Claims / payments ratio

The amount of claims not paid on banks’ policies

Characteristics of the product

The claims / payments ratio measures the value of

are so low because losses are limited to the default

The reliability of credit insurance is further

Products are rigorous as shown, for 			

claims lodged vs claims paid.

of insurance providers, which is extremely unlikely

strengthened by its unique characteristics:

example, by the lack of exclusion clauses in the
case of pandemics.

both for public and private providers. In the case of
The claims / payments ratio figures also

public providers (ECAs), defaults are unlikely as they

demonstrate robustness. According to statistics

are supported by their respective governments. For

The high claims / payments ratio demonstrates

The conditions in the insurance policy are

published by brokers in the period from 2007-

the private market stringent regulatory requirements

why this is a product which supports and is 		

fully under the control of the insure banks 		

2018 capturing data from the single risk insurance

and supervision standards apply. In fact, some

used by both the financial services sector and 		

themselves and not related to the payment risk.

market, 486 claims were made on banks’ policies,

private providers have a higher credit rating than

real economy business.

The bank, for instance, must monitor the risk 		

totalling USD 3.19 billion. Of those, 471 claims

some ECAs.

Transparent

and remind the borrower of their obligation 		

were paid in full, within the required timeframe and

Credit insurance policiesare bespoke 			

to pay. To date there is not a single known 		

without difficulties, amounting to USD 3.07 billion.

in their description of the transaction(s), 		

case of a rejection of a claim due to a breach 		

Only 15 claims required a compromise, mostly due

reflecting the need to ensure that the 		

of condition over which the insured had control

to failure by the bank to comply with insurance

cover, i.e. loss indemnification, 			

– except in unique and unusual circumstances,

policy requirements, and 44% of the compromise

accurately mirrors the underlying risk.

such as fraudulent activity by a bank – pointing

values were still paid in settlement agreements. This
represents a claims / payment ratio of 99.9% where
banks comply with insurance policy conditions – a
number that is higher than for AAA-rated bonds.

•

•

•

Standardised, robust and stable

Timely

•

Reliable

to a near perfect record of indemnification.

The timeframe for indemnification under credit
insurance always consists of three clear periods:
a loss prevention period (6 months), a claims 		
settlement period and a payment period.
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More about the products:
How does credit insurance work
Short-term trade credit insurance

Political risk insurance

Working capital and internationalisation products

Usually takes the form of supplier credit insurance directly between the exporter and the foreign buyer. It provides

Each year companies invest significantly in

Insurance for working capital financing protects

cash flow relief when an exporter’s customers become insolvent or do not pay their bills due to commercial or

international markets, including developing,

the financial institution behind the working capital

political risks. Losses can then be indemnified, allowing the business to maintain its cash flow. Insurance may cover

emerging and transition countries. The reasons for

facility for the export transaction. It ensures the

foreign direct investment are diverse and include

bank against the risk that the exporter will not pay

proximity to consumers, potential for additional

amounts owed on the principal, interest and/or late

sales, attractive local conditions, and direct access

payment interest.

1
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INSURANCE POLICY

LIE
PP

R

2

SALES CONTRACT

3

DELIVERY OF
GOODS & INVOICES

4

CLAIMS PAYMENT

BU

ER
UR

SU

IN
S

the whole of the turnover (often with domestic sales included), key accounts only, or single risk transactions.

to natural resources. However, the economic

R
YE

opportunities are often met by significant political

Cover is provided for the duration of the

risks in many regions across the world.

manufacturing or completion period. Upon delivery
of goods or completion of work, the exporter

ACCEPTANCE OF
GOODS AND PAYMENT
MADE/NO PAYMENT

With political risk insurance, a company can benefit

receives payment through cash or refinancing from

through compensation of losses to investments

its client and then repays the working capital facility.

(such as equity and debt) because of political

If the exporter defaults on the working capital

events. These include expropriation, political

facility, the insurer will indemnify the bank after a

violence, currency inconvertibility, embargo, forced

short waiting period (usually three months).

abandonment or breach of contract. If the insurer
is an ECA, political support can be provided by a
national government in order to prevent further

Medium and long-term credit insurance
Provides protection against commercial and political risk when extending credit terms of 1-20 years or longer.
With this security, exporters can increase their global competitiveness by offering buyers the financing needed
to win international tenders. Such policies mainly take the form of buyer credit insurance – involving banks – to

losses, help stabilise projects abroad and support
companies to carry projects forward even under
difficult conditions.

7 CLAIMS
PAYMENT
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K
N

3 LOAN AGREEMENT
5 LOAN
DISBURSEMENT

O

E
RT

R

6

LOAN REPAYMENT

BU

2 INSURANCE
POLICY

P

ER
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IN
S

enable support for projects in power generation, large scale infrastructure, transportation and natural resources.

YE

R

1 SALES CONTRACT
4 PROJECT/INVOICE
DELIVERY
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More about the impact:
Case studies

Projects financed by the Berne Union Membershelp achieve strategic
priorities in key areas such as clean energy, urban and rural development
and access to power, both in Europe and beyond. Here a few examples:

Supporting airline industry in an emerging market

Clean energy – solar power

Urban development

A Berne Union Member partnered with a French

A Berne Union Member supported the installation

In 2014 a Berne Union Member supported the Lima

The financing was ground-breaking as it marks

bank who was providing a loan to purchase a

of 105 MW of solar energy capacity, requiring

Metro line 2, a fully bundled vertically integrated

the first ever international financing of a Peruvian

commercial aircraft by an airline in an emerging

USD 53 million capital, involving 85 companies

public-private partnership (PPP) project. The USD

infrastructure project through an off-balance sheet

market. First, mitigating the risk of non-payment

across 6 countries in Southeast Asia. The project

5 bn project was the largest ever awarded by the

structured loan financing that is collateralised

was essential in this case, especially in light of the

enabled 123,000 tons of annual CO2 reduction,

Peruvian Government. Line 2 of the metro system

by payments rights fully backed by the Peruvian

sharp decline in air travel due to the pandemic.

which is equivalent to 24,000 cars’ CO2 emission.

will be implemented under a single concession

Government (“”RPI-CAO””). This new financing

Second, the bank needed to diversify its internal

This was done by creating an integrated funding

agreement corresponding to the design, finance,

structure enabled infrastructure projects in Peru to

capacity deployment in the country where the

solution, comprising a Development Fund,

build, operate and transfer (DFBOT) modality over

be financed by bringing in private parties to build,

obligor is seated. The private insurer’s policy was

Construction Equity Fund and a Refinancing Fund,

a period of 35 years. The project’s objective is to

operate and eventually transfer the assets to the

able to remedy both concerns. It covered non-

where investors were able to participate in a

enhance access to jobs and public services in a

Government. The sponsors are paid via a debt

payment by the airline over the 12-years of the

specific project stage through tailored investment

major axis of the Lima-Callao Metropolitan region

instrument backed by payment obligations from the

loan, with the strong commitment of coverage by

instruments to meet preferred risk and

through a modern and integrated mass transit

Peruvian Government that ensures the private

a global, diversified and large-scale insurer allowing

return requirements.

system, with the aim of improving urban mobility,

party repayment.

the client to provide the financing with confidence.

mitigating adverse impacts including greenhouse
gas emissions, promoting sustainable urban
development and removing barriers to growth.
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More about the impact:
Case studies

Clean energy – biomass

Innovative energy – shale oil

Independent rural access to energy

A Berne Union Member supported the world’s

A Berne Union Member supported a 500+ MW

The need for reliable off-grid lighting and

The major positive environmental impacts of

largest power plant fuelled exclusively by biomass,

oil shale mine-mouth power project in Jordan. The

energy services in Senegal is very high in recent

the USD 87 m project were that there was

located in the UK. For its first 15 years of operation

project, with its total investment value of USD 2.1

years, with strong economic growth and just over

no need for a power plant, no trenches in

the project benefited from a UK Government

billion, is expected to meet 10-15% of Jordan’s

50% of the Senegalese population having access

the ground to feed the streetlights and a

supported Contract for Difference regime. The

annual power demand and will significantly reduce

to electricity. The 50,000 off-grid solar streetlamps

remote-control system helps optimise

ECA-guaranteed GBP 100 million export credit

Jordan’s reliance on imported oil and gas. It was

system (the world’s largest public solar lighting

maintenance.

facility entailed an innovative CPI-linked indexation

Jordan’s largest inward private sector investment

project) allowed Senegal to meet more than 30%

formula structured by the arranging bank,

and the first solid fuel (oil shale) power plant and oil

of its public lighting needs. This project allowed the

supporting the project in hedging its CPI-linked

shale mining in Jordan which commercially utilised

Senegalese government to contribute to the Paris

revenues under the Contract for Difference regime.

its abundant oil shale reserves. It was also the first

Climate Agreement (COP21).

The simple yet robust guarantee structure facilitated

oil shale fired mine-mouth power station in the

funding through a transfer and assignment by a

world funded by limited recourse project finance.

specialist UK insurer of defined benefit
pension funds.
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More about the membership
BERNE UNION MEMBERS
Export credit agencies (69)
The vehicle through which most
industrialised countries and a growing
number of emerging economies provide
official support to cross-border trade and
investment.

Private insurers (13)
Global insurance companies providing
commercial credit and political risk
insurance products.

AOFI (Serbia), Asei (Indonesia), ASHR’A (Israel),

Solutions, Sovereign, Zurich

Atradius DSB (Netherlands), BAEZ (Bulgaria),
BANCOMEXT (Mexico), BANDEX (Dominican Rep),
BECI (Botswana), Bpifrance (France), CESCE (Spain),
COSEC (Portugal), Credendo (Belgium), CreditOman
(Oman), DFC (USA), ECGC (India), ECGC Z
(Zimbabwe), ECI (UAE), ECIC SA (South Africa),
ECIO (Greece), EDC (Canada), EFA (Australia),
EGAP (Czech republic), EGE (Egypt), EGFI (Iran),
EIAA (Armenia), EKF (Denmark), EKN (Sweden),
Enterprise Singapore (Singapore), Euler Hermes
Germany (Germany), EXIAR (Russia), EXIM HU

AIG, Atradius, AXA XL, Chubb, Coface, Cosec S.A,
EH Group, FCIA, Liberty, PICC, Swiss Re Corporate

Multilateral institutions (4)
Credit and political risk insurance focused
on specific regions.
ATI (The African Trade Insurance Agency),
DHAMAN (The Arab Investment & Export Credit
Guarantee Corporation), ICIEC (The Islamic
Corporation for the Insurance of Investment and
Export Credit), MIGA (The Multilateral Investment
Guarantee Agency)

(Hungary), EXIM J (Jamaica), EximBank (Romania),
EXIMBANKA SR (Slovakia), Eximgarant (Belarus),
Finnvera (Finland), GEXIM (Ghana), GIEK (Norway),
HBOR (Croatia), HKECIC (Hong Kong), Indonesia
Eximbank (Indonesia), JLGC (Jordan), KazakhExport
(Kazakhstan), KredEx (Estonia), K-SURE (Korea),
KUKE (Poland), LCI (Lebanon), MBDP (North
Macedonia), MEXIM (Malaysia), NEXI (Japan),
NZEC (New Zealand), ODL (Luxembourg), OeKB
(Austria), PwC (Germany), QDB (Qatar), SACE (Italy),
SEP (Saudi Arabia), SERV (Switzerland), SID Banka
(Slovenia), SINOSURE (China), SLECIC (Sri Lanka),
SONAC (Senegal), TEBC (Chinese Taipei), THAI
EXIM (Thailand), Turk Eximbank (Turkey), UK Export
Finance (UK), Ukreximbank (Ukraine), Uzbekinvest
(Uzbekistan).
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Contact
Michal Ron

Vinco David

Berne Union President

Secretary General

president@berneunion.org

Vdavid@berneunion.org

Chief International Officer

+44 207 841 1111

SACE

SECRETARIAT
General Contact

Press & Communications		

Legal & Regulatory Issues

bu-sec@berneunion.org

Paul Heaney

Laszlo Varnai

+44 207 841 1110

pheaney@berneunion.org

lvarnai@berneunion.org

+44 207 841 1112

+44 207 841 1114

www.berneunion.org
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